INTRODUCTION
============

DNA-protein interactions are fundamental to biology, and defining their sequence specificities has been essential to understanding their functions. Most DNA-protein interactions occur inside the cell, between chromosomal DNA and regulatory proteins, but in many bacteria they also occur at the cell surface during DNA uptake. Such naturally competent bacteria can transport environmental DNA across the cell envelope into the cytoplasm and, when sequence identity permits, incorporate this DNA into their chromosomes by homologous recombination ([@gks640-B1],[@gks640-B2]). In some species the DNA uptake machinery has a remarkably strong bias for specific 9--12 bp sequences, and these uptake sequences have accumulated in the genome to high densities over evolutionary time (about 1/kb ([@gks640-B3])). The function of uptake specificity remains poorly understood, although uptake sequences have been thoroughly characterized in the genomes of *Neisseria* and *Haemophilus* species and their accumulation over evolutionary time has been modelled by simulation ([@gks640-B3; @gks640-B4; @gks640-B5; @gks640-B6; @gks640-B7; @gks640-B8; @gks640-B9]).

Sequence specificity acts at the initial steps of DNA uptake by Gram-negative bacteria, when DNA fragments are bound and transported across the outer membrane, pulled through type II secretin pores by the retraction of type IV pseudopili ([@gks640-B1],[@gks640-B10]) ([Figure 1](#gks640-F1){ref-type="fig"}A). There is no evidence for sequence biases at the subsequent steps---translocation of single-stranded DNA across the inner membrane and degradation or recombination of this DNA in the cytoplasm. Uptake of fragments with consensus uptake sequences is at least 10--100 times more efficient than uptake of control fragments ([@gks640-B11; @gks640-B12; @gks640-B13; @gks640-B14]). Although specificity could be due to a dedicated DNA receptor on the cell surface, searches for a USS-binding protein in *Haemophilus influenzae* have not yet been successful, and specificity might instead arise from interactions between DNA and multiple components of the uptake machinery. Figure 1.DNA uptake and the *H. influenzae* USS*.* (**A**) Mechanism of DNA uptake: uptake initiates at USSs (pink) when type IV pseudopili retract to pull double-stranded DNA through type II secretin pores into the periplasm. Rec2/ComF then translocates a single DNA strand through the inner membrane into the cytoplasm, where DNA is either degraded and reused or recombined with the chromosome. (**B**) Diagram of the canonical USS consisting of a 9 bp core flanked by two helically phased T-rich tracts.

Uptake biases were initially discovered in *H. influenzae* and *Neisseria gonorrhoeae* as preferential uptake of their own DNA over that of unrelated species ([@gks640-B10],[@gks640-B15]). This was followed by identification of specific 9 and 12 bp sequences preferred by their respective uptake machineries and common in their genomes ([@gks640-B7],[@gks640-B13],[@gks640-B16; @gks640-B17; @gks640-B18]). Once genome sequences became available, experimental studies of uptake biases were set aside in favour of analysis of sequences overrepresented in genomes ([@gks640-B3],[@gks640-B8],[@gks640-B9],[@gks640-B14],[@gks640-B19],[@gks640-B20]). These revealed an *H. influenzae* uptake signal sequence (the USS) whose extended consensus includes two helically phased T-rich tracts flanking one side of the previously identified 9-bp core sequence ([Figure 1](#gks640-F1){ref-type="fig"}B); the *Neisseria* equivalent (the DUS, or DNA uptake sequence) is a simpler 12 bp motif ([@gks640-B8],[@gks640-B9]). Genomic uptake sequences are tolerated in many protein-coding genes, and many others have been co-opted to function in pairs as rho-independent transcription terminators ([@gks640-B21],[@gks640-B22]).

A detailed understanding of uptake specificity matters for several reasons. First, natural transformation makes important contributions to bacterial genome evolution, and biases in DNA uptake complicate investigations of how sequence divergence and recombination hotspots affect horizontal gene transfer ([@gks640-B23]). These cannot be accounted for until the actual uptake specificity is known. Second, understanding the mechanism of DNA uptake requires understanding its sequence biases. DNA is the only macromolecule actively taken up by bacterial cells, but little is known about how cells overcome the physical obstacles this presents. DNA molecules are large and inflexible ([@gks640-B24]), and their strong negative charge is repelled by the cell surface and is a barrier to passage through hydrophobic membranes. The known uptake specificities of Pasteurellaceae and *Neisseria* may be extreme manifestations of more general mechanistic constraints on DNA uptake by naturally competent bacteria (e.g. in *Helicobacter* ([@gks640-B25],[@gks640-B26])). Third, uptake biases are often thought to have evolved to promote preferential uptake of same-species DNA, but the relative importance of selection for genetic exchange and mechanistic constraints on uptake cannot be resolved until the molecular basis of uptake specificity is understood ([@gks640-B9],[@gks640-B14],[@gks640-B20],[@gks640-B27; @gks640-B28; @gks640-B29]).

In this context it is illuminating to compare uptake sequences to transcription factor binding sites. Though both originate by random mutations in chromosomal DNA, they accumulate by very different processes. Unlike transcription factor binding sites, uptake sequences have not evolved to optimize gene expression, but instead are thought to accumulate at least partly as an indirect consequence of uptake bias and homologous recombination, because variants that confer stronger uptake are transmitted to new cells more frequently than other variants ([@gks640-B4; @gks640-B5; @gks640-B6],[@gks640-B9]). This accumulation in turn promotes uptake of homologous sequences and thus genetic exchange. One long-term goal of our work is to clarify the extent that selection for genetic exchange has contributed to uptake bias and the accumulation of preferred sequences in the genome.

The correspondence between the experimentally identified uptake sequence and the overrepresented genomic motif is much too strong to be a coincidence, and our previous work has confirmed that uptake bias alone can drive its preferred sequences to high frequency in the genome. Although this model predicts that the sequences accumulated in the genome should mirror the uptake bias, our previous experimental studies found that positions with equally strong consensuses in the genomic motif did not make comparable contributions to uptake ([@gks640-B6],[@gks640-B9]). However, these studies only tested ten variants each differing from the consensus USS by a single base, and two differing by two bases. Below we report the use of deep sequencing experiments to provide a direct comprehensive characterization of *H. influenzae*'s uptake specificity. Our novel method will be directly applicable to measuring uptake biases in other organisms and provides a new approach to identifying the unknown cell surface factors responsible.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Strains, DNA fragments and uptake assays
----------------------------------------

This work used the standard *H. influenzae* Rd strain KW20 (RR722) and a *rec-2* mutant derivative (RR622) ([@gks640-B30],[@gks640-B31]). Initial experiments used as input 222 bp PCR (Polymerase chain reaction) amplicons containing the consensus USS or derivatives, as previously described ([@gks640-B9],[@gks640-B32]). Subsequent experiments used pools of 200 bp fragments containing the consensus USS and flanking Illumina priming sites; these were produced by annealing two long oligos, extending with Pfu, and performing 14 rounds of PCR. Oligonucleotides used for fragment construction are listed in [Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks640/DC1). DNA fragments were labelled by primer extension with ^33^P-dATP using exo^-^ Klenow polymerase and were incubated with cultures that had been made competent by the standard MIV procedure (0.2--1 ml) for 5, 30 or 60 min ([@gks640-B32],[@gks640-B33]). Cells were then pelleted, stringently washed twice in 1 volume ice-cold MIV and twice in 1 volume ice-cold 10 mM Tris pH 8 10 mM EDTA (T~10~E~10~) plus 1.5 M CsCl, and finally resuspended in 1 volume of either T~10~E~10~ (for total DNA extractions) or T~10~E~10~/1.5 CsCl (for periplasmic DNA purifications). The high salt washes dislodged most or all the DNA adsorbed to the cell surface ([@gks640-B36],[@gks640-B37]). DNase I was omitted from the washes to avoid the risk that that DNase I carried over into the periplasmic DNA preparation would degrade periplasmic fragments. Uptake was calculated from pellet-associated radioactive counts per minute (CPM) compared with total input CPM (combined counts of pellet, supernatant and washes).

DNA purifications
-----------------

Total DNA was purified by standard lysis, phenol/chloroform extraction and ethanol precipitation ([@gks640-B34],[@gks640-B35]). To purify DNA from the periplasm, Kahn *et al.*'s organic extraction method was used ([@gks640-B36],[@gks640-B37]). Cell pellets resuspended in T~10~E~10~/1.5 M CsCl were extracted with 1 volume phenol/acetone (1:1) (note that the aqueous phase is on the bottom). This partitions periplasmic DNA into the aqueous layer and chromosomal DNA along with bulk cell debris to the interface, whereas the organic phase has little to no DNA. Instead of using dialysis to recover the aqueous phase, it was extracted in 1 volume chloroform to remove residual phenol:acetone (which also switches the aqueous phase to the top layer). DNA was then further purified by RNase A treatment, standard phenol/chloroform extraction and ethanol precipitation, and a final silica column clean-up step (Qiagen). For detection of intact input DNA and labelled chromosomal DNA, samples were separated by electrophoresis on 0.6% agarose gels, which were dried under vacuum at 55°C before exposure to a phosphor screen. For re-uptake experiments and sequencing, 25 pg (∼1 × 10^8^ fragments) of recovered and input DNA were amplified by 10 stringent PCR cycles and purified by silica column.

DNA sequencing and data processing
----------------------------------

The input and recovered samples were used directly for cluster synthesis and subsequent single-end sequencing with the Illumina GA2 ([@gks640-B38]). Raw data were processed through Cassava v1.6 using the phi179 control lane for phasing correction (Bustard option--control-lane) due to the extreme position-specific biases of the samples. The resulting FastQ files were converted to unmapped BAM files using Picard's fastqToSam v1.48 (also changing the original Illumina 1.4 base quality encoding to version 1.5+) (<http://picard.sourceforge.net/>), and SAMtools v0.1.16 was used to work with the compressed files on a stream ([@gks640-B39]). Read filtering, base counts and mismatch counts were performed using standard UNIX utilities, especially awk. Subsequent analyses used R, including the add-on packages RColorBrewer ([@gks640-B40]) and a modification of seqLogo ([@gks640-B41]). The sequence reads are available as unmapped BAM files from the NCBI short-read archive under project accession SRP012938.

Position-specific scoring matrices
----------------------------------

Position-specific scoring matrices normally assume a 'background' with identical base composition at all positions ([@gks640-B42],[@gks640-B43]), but our input dataset failed to meet this criterion, both because the degenerate pool was designed to have 76% of the consensus base at each position, and because this intended degeneracy was not uniformly seen in the actual input pool. To account for these issues we instead developed a *scaled* position-weight matrix. The first step was to create a matrix giving the fraction of input fragments that had been taken up with each base *i* at each position *j*, using position-specific base counts in the input (B) and uptake (P) datasets. This was done by multiplying each *p~ij~/b~ij~* ratio by *u = *0.062, the fraction of the total input pool that was taken up. Normalization for the base compositions of the two datasets at each position then gives the elements of the scaled position weight matrix *S*:

The resulting *S* matrix models the expected position-specific biases of recovered fragments as if they had been drawn from a fully randomized input pool.

Applying Shannon's uncertainty then provides a scaled position-specific scoring matrix *R* with elements:

The subscript *j* for *N* is included for calculating the information content for subsets of the sequences, where certain positions are conditioned against having specific bases (for example in the subsets of the recovered and input sequence reads that have any non-consensus base at a particular position *j*, *N~j~* = 3, instead of the usual 4.)

To test for dependencies between pairs of positions, subsets of reads with non-consensus bases at each focal position were extracted from the recovered and input datasets, and new *R* matrices were calculated. Changes in information content at non-focal positions compared the total dataset were taken to indicate pairwise positional dependencies.

Sequencing error and contamination
----------------------------------

To check for underestimation of uptake biases due to sequencing error, we assumed that substitution errors arising during sequencing were randomly distributed. The relationship between position-specific base frequencies in the reads and those in the fragments can then be described as: *y~ij~* = *x~ij~* (1 − *e~j~*) + (1 − *x~ij~*) *e~j~*/3; where *y~ij~* is the observed frequency of a base *i* at a particular position *j* in the sequence reads, *x~ij~* is the corrected frequency of that base in the DNA fragments that were sequenced, and *e~j~* is the position-specific error rate. Note that only *e~j~* ≤ *3y*~min(~*~i~*~)~*~j~* give realistic solutions. Solving for *x* then gives: *x~ij~* = (3*y~ij~* − *e~j~*)/(3 − 4*e~j~*).

Similar logic was used to account for the potential effect of contaminating input DNA fragments in the recovered pool. If a small fraction *c* of sequence reads from the recovered pool were contaminating input fragments, then: *p~ij~* = (*r~ij~* − *b~ij~ c*)/(1 − *c*); where *r*~ij~ is the observed frequency of base *i* at position *j* in the recovered fragments, *p~ij~* is the true frequency for taken up fragments, and *b~ij~* is the frequency for the input fragments. Only when *c* ≤ min(*r~ij~*/*b~ij~*) does this give realistic values.

For the 32 mismatch subsets used for the dependency/interaction analysis, different subsets were potentially affected by contamination to different degrees, depending on how small that mismatch subset was. To correct for variable degrees of contamination in sets of reads with specific mismatches, subset-specific contamination *c~j~* was calculated as: *c~j~* = (*p*~max(~*~i~*~)~*~j~* − *r*~max(~*~i~*~)~*~j~*)/(1 − *r*~max(~*~i~*~)~*~j~*).

Scoring sequences with the motif models and Gibbs recursive sampling
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Sequence reads and the *H. influenzae* Rd KW20 complete genome sequence (NCBI accession: NC_000907.1) were scored using the position-specific scoring matrices derived from the uptake experiment (the uptake bias motif model) and from Gibbs motif sampling the genome sequence (the genomic USS motif model, as in ([@gks640-B9])). All 32 base sequences were scored on both strands, also accounting for the genome's circularity. Scores were then normalized to between 0 and 100 based on the minimum and maximum possible bit scores for each motif, or 100 × (bits -- minbits) / (maxbits -- minbits). For scoring in non-standard alignments, the unsequenced portion each fragment was assumed to be error-free. For determining genomic sites that fit a given motif model, we selected the top 2000 sites. Coding and non-coding gene coordinates were obtained from the UCSC Table Browser (<http://microbes.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgTables>), and the coordinates of high-confidence transcriptional terminators were obtained from the Supplementary Material of ([@gks640-B21]). The utility intersectBed ([@gks640-B44]) was used to identify genomic sites that overlapped with these genomic features. Gibbs recursive sampler searches were also performed as previously described ([@gks640-B9],[@gks640-B45]).

RESULTS
=======

Overview of experimental design
-------------------------------

We dissected competent cells' preference for the USS in a massively parallel experiment in which a complex pool of dsDNA fragments was incubated with a culture of competent cells. The fragments that these cells took up were recovered, sequenced and analyzed ([Figure 2](#gks640-F2){ref-type="fig"}A--C). Figure 2.Uptake and re-uptake of a degenerate USS pool*.* (**A**--**C**) Experimental overview: a pool of ∼2.6 × 10^11^ DNA fragments (A) with degenerate USSs was incubated (B) with ∼10^9^ competent cells. DNA that had been taken up (C, ∼1.6 × 10^10^ fragments) was purified from the cells' periplasm. Darker red fragments represent those containing more preferred sequences. (**D**) Uptake by *rec-2* cultures (30 min incubation) of: blue circles, DNA fragments with the consensus USS; red squares, the input degenerate pool; and green diamonds and triangles, reuptake of DNA fragments purified from recovered periplasmic pools from cells incubated with 32 and 256 fragments/cell, respectively. (**E**) Autoradiogram showing total and periplasmic DNA recovered by organic extractions from wt and *rec-2* cultures after 5 min uptake (128 USS fragments/cell). The aqueous fraction of periplasmic extractions retains intact fragments but not labelled chromosomal DNA. (**F**) The degenerate pool was made by annealing and extending two oligos, followed by PCR; green arrows indicate fixed sequences containing priming sites for single-end Illumina sequencing. (**G**) The 42-nt reads spanned the 32-nt degenerate USS (24%/position), as well as control flanking bases of 4- and 6-nt.

Uptake of DNA fragments by naturally competent cells and the recovery of periplasmic DNA
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We used organic extractions from cells carrying a *rec2* mutation to recover DNA fragments after uptake by competent cells. The *rec2* mutation prevents degradation of dsDNA by blocking its translocation from the periplasm to the cytoplasm ([@gks640-B36],[@gks640-B37]); competent cultures of both wild-type and *rec2* cells efficiently took up ^33^P-labelled 222-bp test fragments containing a 32 bp sequence containing the 29 bp consensus USS ([Figure 2](#gks640-F2){ref-type="fig"}D blue line, [Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks640/DC1)). As previously reported, test fragments remained intact in *rec2* cells but were degraded in wild-type cells, with free nucleotides incorporated into the chromosome by DNA replication ([Figure 2](#gks640-F2){ref-type="fig"}E lanes 2--3, [Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks640/DC1)) ([@gks640-B37],[@gks640-B46]). The organic extraction method of Kahn *et al.* ([@gks640-B36]) successfully partitioned periplasmic DNA into the aqueous phase, while trapping cell debris and bulk chromosomal DNA at the interface ([Figure 2](#gks640-F2){ref-type="fig"}E lanes 4--5, [Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks640/DC1)). Final post-purification recovery of periplasmic DNA from *rec-2* cultures was typically 75--85% of total uptake.

Design and preparation of a complex pool containing USS variants
----------------------------------------------------------------

To provide a complex mixture of USS variants for a detailed characterization of specificity, we designed and synthesized a pool of 200 bp fragments containing degenerate versions of the consensus USS ([Figure 2](#gks640-F2){ref-type="fig"}F--G, [Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks640/DC1)). Adapter sequences included at fragment ends allowed direct DNA sequencing using an Illumina GA2 instrument, obviating later library construction steps and ensuring that chromosomal DNA would not be inadvertently sequenced ([Figure 2](#gks640-F2){ref-type="fig"}F). The 24% degeneracy at each of the 32 consensus USS bases was chosen as a trade-off between practicality and sensitivity: lower degeneracy would give high recovery but reduce the complexity of the pool, whereas the high complexity of a fully random pool would come at the cost of low recovery and a consequent increased sensitivity to experimental artefacts.

Uptake and re-uptake of the degenerate USS pool
-----------------------------------------------

To confirm that uptake of the newly designed synthetic fragments depended on their USS, fragments containing non-degenerate versions of the USS were tested first. Substitution of the cytosine with adenine at position 8 of the USS (C8A) reduced uptake to 10.4% of consensus levels, whereas an A4G substitution reduced uptake to 51.4% of consensus levels, consistent with previous results ([@gks640-B6],[@gks640-B9]). Randomization of the sequence reduced apparent uptake to 0.2% of consensus levels; this residual cell-associated DNA could be due to non-specific uptake by competent cells but also to carry-over contamination by input DNA fragments.

Dependence of uptake on the USS was further demonstrated by comparing uptake of the degenerate pool to uptake of fragments with the consensus sequence ([Figure 2](#gks640-F2){ref-type="fig"}D red line). Uptake was 8- to 12-fold lower with the degenerate pool over a wide range of input DNA concentrations (16--320 input fragments per competent cell), confirming that uptake efficiency was reduced due to mismatches from consensus (4--9 mismatches expected for most fragments, confirmed below).

We showed that these cells had selectively taken up fragments with preferred USS variants, using experiments analyzing re-uptake of the degenerate periplasmic DNA recovered from *rec-2* competent cultures. For re-uptake assays, periplasmic fragments were recovered from cells incubated with DNA at concentrations of 256 or 32 fragments per cell ([Figure 2](#gks640-F2){ref-type="fig"}D, [Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks640/DC1)) and ^33^P-labelled. Competent cells took up recovered DNA fragments ∼4-fold more efficiently than the input fragments, demonstrating that uptake by the original cultures had indeed selected for preferred fragments ([Figure 2](#gks640-F2){ref-type="fig"}D green and light green lines). However recovered fragments were taken up only half as efficiently as consensus fragments, demonstrating that the recovered pools still contained many fragments with suboptimal USSs. The control experiment, recovery and re-uptake of the consensus USS fragment, showed that uptake and recovery did not introduce modifications that altered fragments' subsequent re-uptake ([Figure 2](#gks640-F2){ref-type="fig"}D and [Supplementary Figures S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks640/DC1) and [S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks640/DC1)).

Deep sequencing of the USS variants in the input and recovered DNA pools
------------------------------------------------------------------------

The input pool and a periplasmic pool recovered from cells given 256 fragments/cell were sequenced to high depth, each on a single lane of an Illumina flow cell ([@gks640-B38]). Each lane yielded more than 1.3 × 10^7^ reads of 42 bases ([Table 1](#gks640-T1){ref-type="table"}), each read encompassing the 32 base degenerate USS and 10 non-degenerate control bases, 4 at the beginning and 6 at the end ([Figure 2](#gks640-F2){ref-type="fig"}G). Two filters were applied to the raw reads. The first excluded all reads that contained ambiguous bases (Ns), whereas the second excluded those that had mismatches from consensus at any of the 10 control positions. Together these filters removed more than 20% of the reads from each dataset. More stringent base quality filters gave nearly identical results to those described below (not shown). In addition to eliminating low quality reads with base-call errors, the second filter also removed many misaligned reads caused by apparent insertions and deletions that shifted the target sequence to the left or right. These comprised ∼10% of the input reads and ∼7% of the recovered reads ([Supplementary Table S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks640/DC1)) and likely arose during synthesis of the input fragment pool and as phasing errors during sequencing. Table 1.Summary of sequencing and read filtersClassification of sequenced fragmentsInputRecoveredTotal estimated number of fragments3.2 × 10^11^2.0 × 10^10^Total sequence reads collected16 832 02013 182 532Reads containing one or more ambiguous bases (Ns)155 6851 377 090Reads lacking perfect matches to 10 control bases2 302 5541 595 647Reads passing both filters14 373 78110 209 795Reads in final sampled datasets10 000 00010 000 000

Sequencing errors at degenerate positions could not be directly measured, so their impact was estimated indirectly from the substitution frequencies at the flanking non-degenerate control positions. For each of the 10 control positions, error was estimated from the frequency of base substitutions in reads where the other 9 control bases were correct. These position-specific error rates ranged from 0.04% to 1.50% errors/base with a median of 0.31% ([Supplementary Figure S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks640/DC1)), and agreed well with the unfiltered error rate of 0.44%/base determined from the control sequencing lane (PhiX genomic DNA) run in parallel on the same Illumina flow cell. The true sequencing error rate in the filtered datasets may have been lower than these estimates, since some base substitutions had likely been introduced during oligo synthesis and construction of the input pool. Finally, random sampling was used to reduce the size of each dataset to 10^7^ reads ([Table 1](#gks640-T1){ref-type="table"}). The reads from the input pool were extremely diverse, containing 9.3 × 10^6^ distinct sequences, confirming that the steps generating the input pool contained no substantial bottlenecks ([Supplementary Table S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks640/DC1)).

Effects of USS mismatches on DNA uptake
---------------------------------------

Analysis of the sequence reads confirmed the high selectivity of competent cells for fragments well matched to the USS consensus. The recovered reads were enriched for variants with 0--5 mismatches from the consensus and depleted of those with more than 6, reducing the number of distinct sequences from 9.3 × 10^6^ to 5.5 × 10^6^ ([Figure 3](#gks640-F3){ref-type="fig"}A, [Supplementary Table S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks640/DC1)). Reads perfectly matching the 32 bp consensus were enriched 8.4-fold (135 070 recovered versus 16 047 input). Since 6.2% of the input fragments had been taken up, this implies that ∼50% of all fragments with the consensus USS were taken up from the original input pool, whereas reads with increasing numbers of mismatches from consensus were taken up with decreasing efficiently ([Figure 3](#gks640-F3){ref-type="fig"}B). These results show that the consensus USS was highly preferred even at its very low input frequency of 2 × 10^-4^/fragment. Figure 3.Effect of mismatches on uptake efficiency. (**A**) Histogram of input reads (grey) and recovered reads (green) with different numbers of mismatches from consensus. Inset shows the input in grey and the binomial expectation for 24% degeneracy as a black line. (**B**) Estimated % recovery of fragments with different numbers of mismatches; red line shows total uptake of 6.2%. (**C**) and (**D**) Frequency of reads with mismatches from consensus at each position in the input reads (C) and recovered reads (D). (**E**) Estimated % recovery of fragments with mismatches at the indicated position; red line shows total uptake.

We next analyzed the effects of individual bases on uptake. [Figure 3](#gks640-F3){ref-type="fig"}C--E show that four positions form an inner core USS (5′-GCGG-3′, positions 7--10) especially crucial for efficient uptake, and that other core positions (the outer core) and two T-tracts make important but smaller contributions. [Figure 3](#gks640-F3){ref-type="fig"}C shows the overall 24% degeneracy of the input reads and reveals a minor across-position skew in favour of Gs and against Cs; this was unintended and likely arose during oligo synthesis ([Supplementary Figure S4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks640/DC1)). [Figure 3](#gks640-F3){ref-type="fig"}D shows the same analysis for recovered reads, revealing a strong bias against mismatches at some positions, particularly the inner core. [Figure 3](#gks640-F3){ref-type="fig"}E shows the relative importance of different positions by plotting the estimated fraction of fragments taken up that contained particular mismatches. Fragments with inner core mismatches were depleted 20--50-fold in the recovered reads, whereas those with outer core and T-tract mismatches were depleted ∼2 to 5-fold.

[Figure 4](#gks640-F4){ref-type="fig"}A summarizes the above results using information content as a measure of how distinct recovered reads were from the input reads at each position ([@gks640-B42],[@gks640-B43]). Before the standard information content calculation was done, the distributions of bases at each position of the recovered reads were normalized to those of the input DNA pool (see 'Materials and Methods' section). The product of this analysis provides a motif model of uptake specificity, which can be used to quantify the relative importance of each USS position to uptake and to score candidate sequences for their fit to uptake preferences. Such models make the simplifying assumption that each position contributes independently to uptake (see below). Because information content has a direct relationship with entropy, it can in principle also be used to predict the strengths of the physical interactions between DNA-binding proteins and specific candidate DNA sequences ([@gks640-B47]). Figure 4.USS motifs*.* (**A**) Logo diagram of the experimentally derived uptake bias motif, using position-specific normalization of base composition in the recovered reads to that of the input reads. (**B**) Logo diagram of the genomic USS motif derived from 2206 sites in the genome found by the Gibbs recursive sampler.

Effects of sequencing error, contamination and out-of-alignment uptake sequences
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We next investigated three potential experimental artefacts that were not addressed by the initial quality filters, finding that each would cause the analysis to have underestimated the true strength of uptake biases, particularly at the four important inner-core positions:

*Sequencing errors*: At all positions, sequencing errors are expected to decrease the representation of the most common base and increase representation of the others. At positions without bias these errors would not confound the analysis, since errors would have similar distributions in both the input and recovered datasets. At positions with uptake bias, sequencing errors would disproportionately affect the preferred base in the recovered pool, thus causing the true bias to be underestimated. [Figure 5](#gks640-F5){ref-type="fig"}A shows how the range of sequencing errors estimated above for control positions (0.04--1.5%) would affect our estimates of information content. At the five positions with highest uptake bias (positions 5, 7--10), the upper limit of error was further capped by the very low frequency of non-consensus bases in the recovered reads. Figure 5.Sources of artefact*.* In (**A**) and (**B**), grey bars show measured information content at each position, as in [Figure 4](#gks640-F4){ref-type="fig"}A. (A) Vertical lines show the estimated ranges of information content, given random sequencing error ranging from 0.04--1.5% per position. Horizontal hatches show the medians, and red dots show the capped maximum error rates at highly biased positions. (B) Vertical lines show the ranges of information content, given carry-over contamination ranging from 0.2% (observed uptake of a randomized USS fragments) to 1.3% (the maximum possible contamination level). (**C**) Histogram of normalized scores of recovered (green) and input (grey) reads using the uptake bias motif model. (**D**) As in (C), but only for those reads with a normalized score in a non-standard alignment exceeding 84.2. In (C) and (D), the arrow shows the threshold score of 84.2.

*Carry-over contamination*: Although stringent washing conditions were used, the recovered fragment preparation may have included some fragments that had not been taken up into the periplasm. Such contamination would affect each position equally, but would cause uptake specificity to be underestimated, especially at strongly biased positions. The potential effect of contamination was estimated as 0.2% from independent uptake experiments using radiolabelled DNA with a randomized USS. A theoretical upper limit to contamination was set by the lowest observed frequency of recovered reads with non-consensus bases (1.3% for A at position 9). The potential impact of 0.2--1.3% carry-over contamination on information content is shown in [Figure 5](#gks640-F5){ref-type="fig"}B.

*Uptake signals in non-standard alignments*: Because sequence reads were aligned using the fixed bases at the beginning of each read, fragments with many mismatches in the standard alignment frame may have had good uptake sequences in another alignment frame. Although the filtering on fixed bases described above eliminated most fragments whose misalignment was due to insertions or deletions that arose during DNA synthesis or sequencing, it would have missed any remaining changes that misaligned the USS but maintained correct alignment of the 10 fixed bases, and any that contained a *de novo* uptake sequence.

We identified such out-of-alignment (non-standard) uptake sequences by using the uptake bias motif model to score all reads in all alignments. It was first necessary to define a threshold score that predicted efficient uptake. When scored in the standard alignment, 98% of recovered reads scored \>84.2 (scores were scaled from 0--100), whereas only 37% of input reads met this threshold ([Figure 5](#gks640-F5){ref-type="fig"}C). We then examined those reads whose score in any non-standard alignment passed this same threshold ([Figure 5](#gks640-F5){ref-type="fig"}D). Most of the resulting recovered reads (10 036 of 12 894, right-hand peak in [Figure 5](#gks640-F5){ref-type="fig"}D) were found to have two high scoring sequences, one in the standard alignment and a second usually in the reverse orientation with its core positioned between the standard T-tracts. For the remaining 2858 reads, the only high-scoring sequence was in a non-standard alignment, typically shifted by 1--2 positions. Such sequences are enriched 3-fold over their frequency in the input pool, confirming that DNA uptake selected fragments independent of the exact location of their uptake sequence. Although reads with high scoring non-standard alignments were only a small fraction of the datasets, they were removed from both the input and recovered datasets when calculating position-specific base counts in the interaction analysis presented below.

Interaction effects between USS bases
-------------------------------------

Treating each position as contributing to uptake independently may have oversimplified the true uptake bias, so we next considered whether the bases at different positions in a fragment interacted to determine its probability of uptake, as has been found for some transcription factor binding sites ([@gks640-B48; @gks640-B49; @gks640-B50; @gks640-B51]). Pairwise interactions contributing to DNA uptake were detected by examining whether recovered reads with non-consensus bases at specific 'focal' positions had altered base compositions at other positions. This showed the extent to which uptake was promoted by interaction effects between bases at different positions in the USS (detected as 'positional dependencies' in the dataset). This analysis used the same measurements of scaled information content described above, and thus corrected for both base compositional biases in the input and the very different sizes of the recovered and input samples in the different mismatch subsets.

[Figure 6](#gks640-F6){ref-type="fig"}A shows examples of this analysis for three focal positions that exemplify the types of effects seen, with the grey bars showing the baseline information content at each position for the whole dataset, and the coloured lines showing how the profile changes when each of three focal positions is mismatched. [Figure 6](#gks640-F6){ref-type="fig"}B summarizes the same analysis at all positions, with each row of the grid representing the subset of sequences mismatched at a focal position, and the blocks in that row colour-coded to show how mismatched bases changed the information content at each non-focal position (purple indicates increased information content and orange decreased). The summary bar plot running down the right side of the grid ([Figure 6](#gks640-F6){ref-type="fig"}C) shows the total remaining information content (the sum of the information contents, in bits) for that subset of mismatched reads, i.e. the distinctness of recovered and input subsets with the same mismatched focal position. Figure 6.Pairwise interaction effects between USS bases. (**A**) Effects of three mismatches on information content at other positions: grey bars indicate information content at each position in the total dataset. Yellow, blue and red lines indicate the information content in data subsets where positions 22, 8 and 11 were mismatched. (**B**) Effects of mismatches at individual focal positions on the information content of other positions. Each row shows the change in information content at non-focal positions (columns) for the subset of recovered and input reads. Purple indicates increased information content, and orange indicates decreased information content. (**C**) Total residual bits at the remaining positions when the indicated position is mismatched. Red line indicates total bits in the motif derived from the full dataset.

The yellow line in [Figure 6](#gks640-F6){ref-type="fig"}A shows results for mismatches at focal position 22, which is typical of positions that do not contribute to uptake bias. It closely follows the grey bars, showing that mismatches at position 22 do not change the information content of other positions; i.e. they do not make cryptic contributions to uptake. [Figure 6](#gks640-F6){ref-type="fig"}B shows the same effect for this and the other uninformative positions (rows 1--2, 12--14,19--25, 30--32).

The blue line in [Figure 6](#gks640-F6){ref-type="fig"}A shows results for mismatches at focal position 8, which is typical of subsets with focal mismatches at the inner-core positions ([Figure 6](#gks640-F6){ref-type="fig"}B, rows 7--10). In these small subsets the information content was drastically reduced at all other informative positions, indicating that the recovered fragments were very similar to input fragments containing the same focal mismatch ([Figure 6](#gks640-F6){ref-type="fig"}C). These fragments must have entered the recovered pool by low levels of carry-over contamination or non-specific DNA uptake. However information content at non-focal positions was not restored even when we assumed a level of 1.3% for carry-over contamination by (or non-specific uptake of) input fragments, the highest value possible given the frequency of A at position 8 ([Supplementary Figure S5](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks640/DC1)). Sequencing errors at the focal position also cannot be responsible for the reduction in specificity at other positions. Since analysis of interaction effects between focal inner core positions and other positions was compromised by the relatively low numbers of recovered reads mismatched at these positions (\<1% of reads at each inner core position), we can conclude only that these positions are especially critical for DNA uptake.

The red line in [Figure 6](#gks640-F6){ref-type="fig"}A shows the results for mismatches at focal position 11, typical of the outer core and T-tract positions that made moderate contributions to uptake when considered singly. The differences between the red line and the grey bars show that this data subset had modestly decreased information content at inner-core positions but increased information content at all other outer-core positions and, less strongly, at T-tract positions. [Figure 6](#gks640-F6){ref-type="fig"}B shows similar effects for rows 3--6; the purple blocks indicate that being mismatched at an outer-core position made the impacts of mismatches at other outer-core positions disproportionately worse. The reverse also applied; focal mismatches in the T-tracts (rows 16--18 and 26--29) also increased the disadvantage of mismatches in the outer core. However interactions were not seen within or between each T-tract. This pattern was consistent even when high levels of carry-over contamination/non-specific uptake were considered ([Supplementary Figure S5](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks640/DC1)).

*Validation and higher-order interactions*: Assays using non-degenerate constructs were used to confirm that fragments doubly mismatched at two outer-core positions are taken up less efficiently than predicted from the modest effects of either mismatch singly. Compared with perfect-consensus fragments, fragments with single mismatches at positions 6 and 11 (T6G and T11G) were taken up at 65% and 95%, respectively. However the double variant (T6G/T11G) was only taken up at 12% of the consensus level, a 5-fold decrease from the expected frequency of 62% based on uptake of the single variants. Analysis of the same sequences in the degenerate uptake experiment predicted 3-fold depletion. This value is derived from a very small sample (only 10 recovered reads seen with T6G/T11G perfect-consensus); analysis with more relaxed matching ([Supplementary Table S4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks640/DC1)) predicted depletions of 3.1--4.6-fold. This validation experiment shows that the pairwise interaction effects observed in the degenerate uptake experiment were not artefacts of our analysis.

Accounting for pairwise interactions still neglects higher-order interactions involving three or more positions. A detailed position-specific evaluation of these was compromised by the small numbers of fragments with particular sequence combinations, so instead we considered the mean effects of single, double, and triple mismatches in the outer core on the efficiency of uptake of fragments with perfectly matched inner cores ([Supplementary Table S5](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks640/DC1)). On average, fragments with single mismatches in the outer core were taken up at 35.0% the efficiency of fragments with perfect cores. Fragments with two such mismatches were taken up at only 6.2%, rather than at the 12.2% predicted. Fragments with three such mismatches were taken up at only 0.9%, rather than the 4.3% predicted. This analysis suggests that higher-order interactions make a contribution to uptake beyond that predicted from pairwise interactions alone.

Accumulation of uptake sequences in the genome
----------------------------------------------

If no other factors were acting, the pattern of overrepresented sequences in the genome would be expected to match that of the uptake bias ([@gks640-B9]). However many other processes could influence the accumulation of USSs in the genome, including post-uptake events leading to recombination of preferred sequences into the genome, mutational biases and selective forces acting on USS-containing sequences.

To detect the effects of these, we compared the logo representation of the uptake bias motif with the logo generated by Gibbs sampling of the *H. influenzae* genome ([Figure 4](#gks640-F4){ref-type="fig"}A and B ([@gks640-B9])). Although the absolute heights/information contents of these logos cannot be directly compared since they are derived from very different kinds of data, their distinct shapes indicate that the sequences accumulated in the genome do not accurately reflect the bias of the uptake machinery, despite their identical consensus sequences. The outer-core and T-tract positions in the genomic logo have much higher information content than they do in the uptake bias logo.

Since sequence logos depend only on the frequencies of the bases at each position in the dataset, the comparison of logos does not reveal whether the interaction effects identified above for uptake bias have been preserved in the genomic USSs. Maughan *et al*. ([@gks640-B9]) found only weak interactions between adjacent and near-neighbour positions in the T-tracts of genomic sites, but the number of sites with core mismatches was much too small to detect whether or not there are interaction effects involving core positions, precluding an analysis of genomic sites paralleling ([Figure 6](#gks640-F6){ref-type="fig"}).

*Scoring the genome with the uptake bias motif*: The genomic USS motif in [Figure 4](#gks640-F4){ref-type="fig"}C was derived using sequences identified by globally searching the *H. influenzae* genome with the Gibbs recursive sampler ([@gks640-B9],[@gks640-B45]), and the algorithm and parameter settings this used could have introduced biases into the set of sites it identified. We thus tested whether the new uptake bias motif finds the same genomic sites as the Gibbs-based genomic USS motif by rescoring the *H. influenzae* genome sequence with the uptake bias motif in [Figure 4](#gks640-F4){ref-type="fig"}A. Rescoring with the Gibbs-derived motif served as a control. As expected, each search assigned to almost all of the ∼3.7 × 10^6^ possible sites the low scores typical of random sequences with this base composition, but each showed a distinct peak of high-scoring sites ([Figure 7](#gks640-F7){ref-type="fig"}A and B). The top-scoring 2000 sites identified by each motif model included all those in the small peak (shading in [Figure 7](#gks640-F7){ref-type="fig"}A and B show the cut-offs), and 1807 top-scoring sites were shared between the two sets. The sites identified by each motif generated very similar logos that both strongly resemble the genomic motif ([Figure 7](#gks640-F7){ref-type="fig"}C and D). Thus the differences between the uptake and genomic logos are not due to artefacts arising from the Gibbs motif sampler. Rather, the sequences accumulated in the genome show much stronger consensuses for outer-core and T-tract positions than predicted by uptake bias, indicating the action of uptake-independent processes. Figure 7.Analysis of genomic uptake sequences. (**A**) and (**B**) Histograms of normalized scores of all 32mer sites in the genome using the uptake (A) or genomic (B) motifs. Shading in zoomed versions (centre panels) indicates the set of 2000 sites used to construct the logos in (**C**) and (**D**) (thresholds 80.6 and 71.6, respectively). Grey lines show control histograms of the average of 100 random sequences with *H. influenzae* genome length and GC-content.

Disentangling the effects of such processes on uptake sequence accumulation is difficult, but the effects of selection for coding and termination functions can be distinguished by separately examining the genomic USS sites in these categories; both of these factors are known to strongly influence USS location ([@gks640-B19],[@gks640-B21],[@gks640-B22]). We thus compared the sequence logos for subsets of the 2000 sites identified by the uptake bias motif. The sites were first partitioned into those within coding sequences and those found in intergenic regions. Most of the sites (1302) were fully contained within genes, and their logo is very similar to that of the full set, with slightly weaker initial As and T-tracts. The 692 intergenic sites have correspondingly stronger biases at these positions ([Figure 8](#gks640-F8){ref-type="fig"}A). Figure 8.Information content for USS sites in different genomic partitions. (**A**) Grey bars show information content in the total set of 2000 sites found by the uptake-bias motif. Blue line: information content in the 1302 sites fully within open reading frames (none were found in non-coding genes). Red line: information content in the 692 intergenic sites. (**B**) Grey bars: information content in the intergenic sites. Purple lines: information content in the 380 intergenic sites with no terminator function. Orange line: information content in the 312 intergenic terminators sites.

To find out how terminator function influences genomic USS, intergenic sites were further subdivided based on their intersection with the set of Rho-independent transcriptional terminators predicted by Kingsford *et al.* ([@gks640-B21]). The terminator and non-terminator subsets (312 and 380) were very similar, suggesting that terminator function imposes only weak constraints on USS sequences ([Figure 8](#gks640-F8){ref-type="fig"}B). Subdividing these terminator sites into three classes based on the spacing of their oppositely oriented USS revealed that these classes are in fact subject to different constraints ([Supplementary Figure S6](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks640/DC1)), but the net effect of these is not very strong. We found no evidence that the directions of replication or transcription altered the composition of genomic USSs. Gibbs searches found indistinguishable motifs when separately applied to replicated-as-leading and replicated-as-lagging sequences (using the origin and terminator predictions of ([@gks640-B52]). Similarly, Gibbs searches gave indistinguishable motifs when coding sequences were compared with their reverse complements.

Summary
-------

The DNA uptake machinery's optimal sequence is identical to the consensus of the genomic motif's consensus at all core and T-tract positions, but many variant sequences are also able to promote efficient uptake. The most important positions are the GCGG inner core, but all of the other positions identified in the genomic motif contribute to uptake directly, with interactions between bases at many different positions also making substantial contributions. The correspondence between uptake and genomic consensuses is fully consistent with the expected consequences of biased uptake and unselected recombination, but differences between the uptake and genomic motifs implicate additional uptake-independent mutational and selective forces that have yet to be identified.

DISCUSSION
==========

Understanding DNA uptake specificity requires first defining both the biases of the uptake systems and the accumulation of preferred sequences in the corresponding genomes, and then disentangling their causes. We and others have already reported detailed analyses of genomic uptake sequences ([@gks640-B3],[@gks640-B6; @gks640-B7; @gks640-B8; @gks640-B9],[@gks640-B20],[@gks640-B22]). This work dissects the contribution of USS bases to efficient DNA uptake by combining modern deep sequencing analysis with purification of taken up DNA from the periplasm, a strategy similar to those recently used to study transcription factor binding sites ([@gks640-B53; @gks640-B54; @gks640-B55]).

Using the consensus of the genomic USS motif as a starting point, we measured the uptake of millions of sequence variants in a single massively parallel experiment. This found that the consensus USS is indeed the sequence that is taken up most efficiently, with the preferred fragments enriched for consensus bases of both the core USS and its flanking helically phased T-tracts. However, when USS positions were treated independently, only the four inner core bases made critical contributions to efficient DNA uptake. Analysis of interaction effects indicated that interactions between bases at other positions also make strong contributions to uptake bias, with the net effect of these interactions potentially as strong as their individual position effects. The evidence supporting this is robust; sequencing errors and other artefacts could have caused underestimation but not overestimation of the biases.

We have also taken the first steps to connect uptake bias to accumulation of preferred sequences in the genome. A full model of how uptake bias can drive sequences into the genome has been developed ([@gks640-B9]); it predicts that, in the absence of other forces, the overrepresented sequences should match the uptake bias, but they do not. The differences cannot be due to the interaction effects in uptake bias, since both logos treat positions as acting independently; they must be due to forces that affect DNA sequences after uptake. However analysis of USS in different genomic locations detected only modest effects of coding and termination functions, and no effect of replication direction or transcription.

One strong force acting on the genomic USSs is the mutation bias responsible for the low G+C content of the *H. influenzae* genome (38%). Over the very long evolutionary period that USS have been accumulating in the genome ([@gks640-B14]), this mutation bias is expected to have decreased the frequencies of Gs and Cs in USSs and increased the frequencies of As and Ts, thus reducing the strengths of the inner core GCGG consensus and increasing the strengths of the T-tracts and all outer core positions except G5. Exactly these differences are seen when the uptake motif is compared with that of the non-coding non-terminator subset of genomic USSs. Position G5 is especially significant---it is not part of the inner core, but like those positions its information content has decreased relative to its A and T neighbours. The effects of base composition bias may have been further amplified by the bias towards short tracts of As, Ts and ATs that has been previously characterized in the *H. influenzae* genome, and these biases are even stronger in intergenic regions than in genes ([@gks640-B56],[@gks640-B57]).

Future research can now focus on two issues. One is the role of sequence biases in the mechanism of DNA uptake. Little is presently known about how DNA uptake is initiated in Gram-negative bacteria. However, *H. influenzae*'s ability to efficiently take up closed circular DNAs precludes an uptake mechanism that threads one DNA end through the pore and instead requires a mechanism that initiates uptake internally on DNA fragments ([@gks640-B37]). We hypothesize that uptake initiates more efficiently at sequences that are readily kinked to fit through the narrow secretin pore ([@gks640-B58]), and that this kinking occurs mainly as a consequence of strong sequence-specific interactions between the inner core of the uptake sequence and the uptake machinery. The best candidate binding partners are the tip of the force-transducing type 4 pilus and the residues of other proteins that are exposed at the cell surface. *In vitro* attempts to identify sequence-specific USS-binding proteins have not been successful, so the best approach may be to combine our new deep sequencing approach with *in vivo* cross-complementation studies using *H. influenzae* and its relative *Actinobacillus pleuropneumoniae*, whose genomic USS has different consensus in both the outer core and the final T-tract ([@gks640-B14]).

Our study examined only a 32 bp segment in otherwise identical 200 bp fragments. Although the consensus strongly promotes uptake of fragments of all sizes, it is possible that longer and/or shorter fragments experience subtly different biases. Similarly, although there is no evidence that sequences outside the USS influence uptake, the availability of longer sequence reads permits the investigation of this using a longer degenerate segment. Unknown sequence biases might also affect the progress of the DNA uptake that follows USS-dependent initiation. These might best be investigated using long fragments of chromosomal DNA. Results with *H. influenzae* DNA might be difficult to interpret because of its high density of USSs, so a better approach might be to use *Escherichia coli* or other genomic DNA that has been cut with a restriction enzyme and ligated to a standard USS.

The success of our experimental approach allows its extension to other Gram-negative bacteria. Those species that show a preference for self-DNA but have no obvious uptake sequences accumulated in their genomes ([@gks640-B25],[@gks640-B26]) may have uptake preferences that are simpler or less stringent than those of *Haemophilus* and *Neisseria* species, and defining these uptake biases will likely reveal important constraints on DNA uptake. It will also be important to investigate species with no apparent preference for taking up self-DNA ([@gks640-B59],[@gks640-B60]). Such species have been generally assumed to have unbiased DNA uptake, but cryptic biases would not alter the genome if chromosomal recombination were limited by DNA degradation or lack of sequence homology. Finding uptake biases in such bacteria would show that biases can be intrinsic to the uptake mechanism and need not be due to direct selection for efficient genetic exchange.

The second important issue is the relationship between uptake bias and genome sequence evolution. Many distinct factors interact to determine the effects of transformation: the nature of the environmental DNA that cells encounter; uptake biases; other events that promote or limit the frequency of recombination and the properties of recombination tracts; selection for or against genetic variation brought in by recombination; the above-mentioned mutational and other transformation-independent selective biases. The recent availability of many genome sequences of clinical isolates of *H. influenzae* and *Neisseria spp.* provides the opportunity to discriminate between these processes by investigating the natural genetic variation at and around uptake sequences. We have also begun complementary experiments in *H. influenzae* that directly measure how strongly individual genomic fragments containing USSs promote uptake, and the correlation of this with transformation frequency. These will shed light on how forces within the genome enhance or limit the effect of uptake specificity on horizontal gene transfer.
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